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CO-OPERATION HAS BROUGHT mY SQUADRON SUCCESS

"by Wing Commander the Hon, Max Aitken, D.S.O.,D.F.C.

Following is the text of tonight's 9.20 postscript

There are no secrets behind what success my squadron has

been able to achieve to-date. They are plain facts, which the

Hun well knows.

Tie have the right aircraft for the job, we have load the luck

to be in the right place at the right tine, and I've got a skilful

bunch of pilots and observers. The squadron average is over 1,000

flying hours per pilot.

But above all, we share a happy and complete understanding

with the men and women on the ground. have complete confidence

in the skill of the controllers who get us to the scene of

activity, confidence in our engine fitters, riggers, wireless

mechanics and armourers, confidence in the wireless operators who

bring us back to our aerodrome after a combat or a boring stooge.

Results are brought about by happy co-operation not simple air

pilotage.

The squadron is sometimes referred, to as a Czech squadron.

That is not correct. Actually, it is made up of half British and

half Czech aircrews and British and Canadian ground crews.

T/hon the squadron was formed last year at a station in the

North of England we started off with a British nucleus. Then a

Czech was posted to us and we all liked, him so much that we asked

him to bring some of his friends along. He did, and they are

still with us, only now they are cur friends as well as his.

V/lien Czechoslovakia was invaded our pilots and observers got
out of their country in a variety of directions, some by way of

Hungary to Prance, and some eastwards through Syria, They have

lost everything and one or two of then had a good bit to lose.

Most of thorn had served with the Czech Air Force and after

the invasion of their country they continued to fight the Hun in

the French Air Force,, Then, on the collapse of France, they came

over here to join the Royal Air Force,

At first we tried the experiment of dividing the squadron
into a Czech flight and. a British fliglit, but we quickly found

that it didn*t work at all.



Each flight reverted to its own particular methods and language and

soon it was almost as if there were two separate squadrons. one Czech and

one British, instead of a complete unit.

So wo mixed them all up again and from tint moment I date the tree

Birth of the squadron's Spirit and morale#

In temperament, we British have a lot in common with the Czechs and

our particular Czech crews all speak English ao well that we donf t think

of ourselves as a. mixed squadron# We are all much alike, doing the same

job with the same purpose in mind#

We started out as a new squadron on Bristol Blenheims but these were

soon afterguards replaced' by a muoh more modem type of aircraft, the Bristol

Beaufighter, with which we are at present equipped# These BeausJ, with their

high performance and heavy fire power of four cannons and six machine gens,

are beautiful night fighters and we have a very high opinion of 'their flying
and fighting'qualities#

I think that the Hun, too, shares our opinion, for, Judging By ’m

tactics/nowadays, he is obviously worried by British night fighters«

He Jinks from side to side, up and'down, seldom keeping a straight course

for more than a few minutes# Actually, we don't mind his Jinking and in

some ways it ■ helps interception*

However, when wo do catch him and get him lined up in our gun-sights

one never quite knows how ho is going to take it# Sometimes when he sees

you he attempts to gain aloud cover or tries to half-roll away* Others

remain flying straight and level and are prepared to shoot it cut*

The squadron shot down its first Hun soon after its formation last year,

when one of our British crews destroyed a Me during a night raid on a Jest

country tom*

Our first double came later the same year when a Czech crew shot clown

two Ju.88s during a raid on Liverpool# This same Czech pilot has since

destroyed two more raiders in one night and has been awarded the D.F.C. and

his sergeant observer the D.F.M.

The squadron's total score is now 29 definitely destroyed and of those

23 have been shot down since March of this year, in addition to others

probably destroyed and damaged# Our best week was the last in July of this

year in which we shot down 11 and probably destroyed some more*



Most of the squadron* s bag has consisted of Do. 217 s and- Ju.88.s,

but a few nights ago one of my Czech flight commanders, who has gust,
been awarded the D.F.C., shot down one of Germany 1 s latest and

largest bombers - a Heinkel 177* We reckoned he had done well by
the size of his grin when he climbed out of Ids machine .ah’ter landing.

The Czechs arc always reticent with their claims, .A pilot

nay claim a destroyed if the enemy aircraft crashes or. land and the

bits are found,, -.or if it blows up in the airy or if it catches fire

and is seen' to crash burning into the sea*

The -other night a warrant Officer from my squadron landed, and

said that he thought he had probably destroyed a D.0. 217 •
The

Intelligence Officer asked him for details and why he thought he had

got ’ a probable *
He replied that though he had not seen it hit the

sea, it .was diving’vertically into cloud, its starboard engine was

-on fire, it was obviously, out of control and the crew had baled out,.

Fighter Command Headquarters, which * vets’ 'all claims, awarded
him one destroyed.
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